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Abstract. The paper describes a new framework for computing the se-
mantic similarity of words and concepts using WordNet-like databases.
The main advantage of the presented approach is the ability to imple-
ment similarity measures as concise expressions in the embedded query
language. The preliminary results of the use of the framework to model
the semantic similarity of Polish nouns are reported.

1 Introduction

Among various applications of WordNet [4], the task of modeling semantic sim-
ilarity between words has attracted considerable attention over the last two
decades. WordNet-based semantic similarity measures, ranging from simple path-
length dependent functions [26,14] and measures that exploit the notion of the
least common subsumer1 [36] to those that utilize information content computed
over corpora [27,10,16], have been proposed in the literature. These measures
have been evaluated within the task of word sense disambiguation [21] and in-
corporated into natural language processing and information extraction systems
[2,31]. Despite a wide range of applications, the issue of using other wordnets in
place of Princeton WordNet as resources for modeling similarity among words
appears not to have gained the same level of attention. Our aim is to use PolNet
[35] and PlWordNet [17] to model the semantic similarity of Polish nouns. Since
we have not found a software package for measuring semantic similarity that
could be easily adapted to make use of both Polish wordnets (cf. Section 2), we
decided to implement our own. Therefore, the goal of this paper is twofold. First,
we present WSim: a new tool for determining degrees of semantic similarity us-
ing measures computed over WordNet-like databases.2 Second, we report the
preliminary results of the use of WordNet-based similarity measures to model

1 A joint transitive hypernym of two synsets such that no other joint transitive hy-
pernym of these synsets is placed below it within the hypernymy hierarchy.

2 Databases that are organized similarly to WordNet [4], called wordnets in the rest
of the paper.
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the similarity of Polish nouns. This is, to the best of our knowledge, the �rst
attempt to apply two wordnets developed for the same language in a shared
application-oriented task.

The paper is a revised version of [13]. It presents new, unpublished results
of supervised models of semantic similarity built on the values of wordnet-based
measures (cf. Section 6). Furthermore, it reproduces the experiments from the
original paper using a Polish Wikipedia dump from November 20, 2017 instead
of the February 6, 2014 dump used previously. Lastly, more detailed results on
measuring semantic similarity between English counterparts of Polish nouns are
provided (cf. Table 5 and 9).

2 Related work

WordNet::Similarity [23] is a widely-cited software package that implements a
range of WordNet-based semantic similarity measures. This package has become
a de facto standard tool for computing similarity scores using WordNet and
serves as a reference point for other implementations (e.g., [24]). Unfortunately,
WordNet::Similarity operates only on Princeton WordNet and is not able to load
wordnets that do not conform to the internal storage format of the wn program
distributed with Princeton WordNet [32]. The same restriction applies to the
Python interface to WordNet provided by the NLTK toolkit [1]. In addition
to Princeton WordNet, the Java reimplementation of WordNet::Similarity by
Shima [29], called WS4J, can load the Japanese WordNet [9]. PolNet is not
distributed in the Princeton WordNet conformant form and we have not found
any tool that could be used to convert it to this format without a vast amount
of preprocessing.

A major advance in terms of interoperability is the WordnetTools library [24],
which can load any wordnet that is stored in a �le conforming to the Wordnet-
LMF format [30]. However, at the time of writing, neither PolNet nor PlWordNet
had been released in this format. WordnetTools also accepts �les in the Global
WordNet Grid format [6], but we were unable to load into it the DEBVisDic [8]
conformant XML �le, which is part of the PlWordNet distribution.

Since exact replication of results using di�erent software packages is not easy
to achieve (see [24, sec. 5.3]), we did not want to use separate tools for computing
values of similarity measures for the two wordnets (e.g. NLTK for PlWordNet
and WordnetTools for PolNet). Therefore, we decided to reimplement WordNet-
based semantic similarity measures on top of the WQuery suite [11,12], which
is able to load both PlWordNet and PolNet. An additional advantage of this
approach is the ability to modify the similarity measures by revising the concise
expressions of the WQuery language (cf. Section 4) instead of the Java code of
WordnetTools, which, in the case of any changes, would require recompilation.
Furthermore, since WQuery (version 0.10) can load wordnets stored in Wordnet-
LMF, DEBVisDic [8], and the Princeton WordNet internal format,3 we acquired

3 Through the JWI library [5].
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the ability to make direct comparisons between the values of similarity measures
computed for the lexical databases stored in all of the aforementioned formats.

3 WSim

As mentioned in the previous section, WSim is built on the WQuery suite.
Therefore, before computing the values of similarity measures, the wordnet must
be converted into the WQuery database format using the wcompile command4

from the WQuery toolkit. Since both PlWordNet and PolNet are available in the
XML �les compatible with the DEBVisDic editor [8], the -t deb option must
be passed to the command

wcompile -t deb polnet.xml > polnet.wq

With the wordnet in the WQuery format, the similarity of pairs of words (or
word senses) can be computed by passing them to the standard input of the
wsim command, separated by tab characters.

wsim polnet.wq < pairs

By default, wsim determines the similarity of a pair of words by inverting the
value of the shortest path length in the hypernymy hierarchy linking the synsets
containing the given words; thus for the pair samochód (Eng. car) and rower

(Eng. bicycle) the similarity determined with PolNet is

0.25

WSim implements six semantic similarity measures:

1. inverted length of the shortest path,
2. Wu-Palmer [36],
3. Resnik [27],
4. Jiang-Conrath [10],
5. Leacock-Chodorow [14],
6. Lin [16].

Following [23], we denote these measures by path, wup, res, jcn, lch, and lin,
respectively. They can be selected by passing the -m option to the wsim command.
For instance, to compute the Wu-Palmer measure, the command

wsim polnet.wq -m wup < pairs

must be executed. In the case of information content dependent measures [27,10,16]
word (or sense) counts can be submitted in a �le passed as an argument of the
-c option, e.g.

wsim polnet.wq -m res -c counts < pairs

If the counts are distributed along with a wordnet (as is true in the case of
Princeton WordNet) the -c option can be skipped.

wsim wordnet.wq -m res < pairs
4 We assume in the following examples that all commands are invoked in the Linux
shell environment.
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4 Implementation of measures

The similarity measures are implemented in WSim as functions formulated in
the WQuery language [11]. Every function that ends with the _measure su�x is
interpreted as a similarity measure and is available through the -m option of the
wsim command. For every pair of senses read from the input, the wsim command
determines their corresponding synsets and passes them to the function indicated
by the argument of the -m option. In the case of pairs of words, wsim returns
the maximum of the similarity values computed for every pair of senses of the
submitted words.

Let us consider the Wu-Palmer measure as an example. The measure is given
by the following formula (cf. [36,2]):

2 ∗ dep(lcs(l, r))
dist(l, lcs(l, r)) + dist(r, lcs(l, r)) + 2 ∗ dep(lcs(l, r))

where l and r are synsets, lcs(l, r) denotes the least common subsumer of l and r,
dist denotes the distance between two synsets in the hypernymy hierarchy, and
dep returns the distance of a synset from the hypernymy root. The Wu-Palmer
measure has the following implementation in WQuery:

function wup_measure do

%l, %r := %A

%lcs := lcs_by_depth(%l, %r)

%dl := lcs_dist(%l, %lcs)

%dr := lcs_dist(%r, %lcs)

%dlcs := root_dist(%lcs)

emit 2*%dlcs/(%dl + %dr + 2*%dlcs)

end

We will not be discussing WQuery in detail.5 In order to follow the examples
it is enough to understand that arithmetic expressions, variable assignments
(:=), and function calls (f(...)) are interpreted in a manner similar to that of
scripting languages such as Python. The arguments are passed to a function in
the %A variable and return values are passed using the emit statement. The main
advantage of using WQuery in place of a generic scripting language to implement
similarity measures is the ability to use regular expressions over the semantic
relation names to denote paths in the wordnet graph. In the case of wup_measure
the sub-function lcs_dist that computes the distance from a synset to its least
common subsumer determines the paths from a synset %s to its subsumer %lcs
via the regular expression

%s.hypernym*.%lcs

that traverses zero or more times through the hypernym relation from the synset
%s to its subsumer %lcs. The root_dist function that computes the distance
from a synset to the hypernymy root uses the expression

5 Interested readers can consult [11].
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%A.hypernym*[empty(hypernym)]

to denote the paths from a synset %A through zero or more hypernymy links
to the synsets that do not have hypernyms.6 We present the complete code
implementing these functions below.

function lcs_dist do

%s, %lcs := %A

emit min_size(%s.hypernym*.%lcs) - 1

end

function root_dist do

emit min_size(

%A.hypernym*[empty(hypernym)]) + 1

end

function min_size do

emit distinct(min(size(%A)))

end

The lcs_by_depth function, which is also called by wup_measure, is a built-in
function of WQuery that determines the least common subsumers of synsets.

The similarity functions are loaded into WSim at the beginning of execution
from a designated directory. Thus, given a correspondence between arguments
of wsim and function names and the ability to address arbitrary paths in the
wordnet graph using the WQuery language, the user can easily experiment with
de�nitions of new measures. For instance, the user can consider a meronymy-
based variant of the path measure by providing the following function to wsim:

function mpath_measure do

%l, %r := %A

%mpaths := %l.meronym*.^meronym*.%r

emit 1/min_size(%mpaths)

end

5 Semantic similarity computation using Polish wordnets

Given a tool that accepts lexical databases stored in the DEBVisDic editor
compatible format, we can compute the values of similarity measures for both
Polish wordnets and compare them to the human similarity ratings. In the case of
English, the Rubenstein and Goodenough dataset of 65 human-rated noun pairs
[28] and its 30-pair subset from Miller and Charles [19] are often used for the
purpose of evaluating similarity measures (e.g., [27,2,22]). Paliwoda-P¦kosz and
Lula [20], who translated this dataset into Polish and had it rated, also report
the performance of several similarity measures on 39 pairs of the translated

6 The synsets satisfying the condition empty(hypernym).
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Table 1. Correlation coe�cients between the human ratings and similarity measure
scores determined for PL39 word pairs that occur in both Polish wordnets.

Measure
Pearson's Spearman's

PlWN PolNet PlWN PolNet

path 0.6051 0.6421 0.4658 0.6530
wup 0.6322 0.6835 0.6079 0.6902
lch 0.5981 0.6865 0.4658 0.6530
res 0.6026 0.6369 0.6389 0.6539
jcn 0.5358 0.4938 0.6148 0.6700
lin 0.6584 0.7081 0.6520 0.7029

nouns covered by version 0.95 of PlWordNet. We refer hereafter to this dataset
as PL39 and to the Rubenstein and Goodenough dataset as RG65. For the
purpose of our analysis we use version 2.2 of PlWordNet [17] and version 3.0
of PolNet [35]. Furthermore, in order to determine the values of measures that
utilize information content (i.e. Resnik, Jiang-Conrath, and Lin), we use word
frequencies derived from Polish Wikipedia.

PlWordNet 2.2 and PolNet 3.0 cover 38 and 26 pairs of nouns from the
PL39 dataset, respectively. The correlation coe�cients between the values of
the similarity measures and the human rating of 26 noun pairs common to both
wordnets are given in Table 1. It can be seen that, regardless of the correlation
type, the Lin measure performs best. The same measure achieves the best results
in the case of all 38 word pairs covered by PlWordNet (cf. Table 2). We report
the pairs of words from PL39 and the corresponding values of the Lin measure
in Table 3.7 For the purpose of comparison we also computed the correlation
coe�cients between the human ratings of the RG65 word pairs and similarity
measure scores determined using version 3.0 of WordNet. The results obtained
for 26 word pairs from RG65, which are English counterparts of PL39 word
pairs common to both Polish wordnets, are given in columns 2 and 3 of Table 5.
Columns 4 and 5 present the results for 38 pairs of words from RG65, which
are counterparts of all PL39 word pairs that occur in PlWordNet. In the case
of WordNet, the Leacock-Chodorow measure results in the highest Pearson's
correlation and the Jiang-Conrath and path measures achieve the highest value
of Spearman's correlation coe�cient among the analyzed similarity functions.

Given the correlation coe�cients for a �xed measure and the same corpus8

it is tempting to compare the di�erences between the two wordnets with respect
to the results on the same dataset. However, it must be noted that although the
correlation coe�cients between human ratings for the 26 nouns from PL39 and
measure values induced from PolNet are generally higher9 than the correspond-

7 The pair ±rodek dnia/poªudnie is omitted in Table 3, since ±rodek dnia occurs in
neither PlWordNet 2.2 nor in PolNet 3.0.

8 In the case of information content-based measures.
9 With the exception of Pearson's correlation coe�cient for the Jiang-Conrath mea-
sure.
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Table 2. Correlation coe�cients between the human ratings and similarity measure
scores determined for all PL39 word pairs that occur in PlWordNet.

Measure Pearson's Spearman's

path 0.5915 0.5537
wup 0.6896 0.6738
lch 0.6423 0.5537
res 0.6780 0.6866
jcn 0.4419 0.6544
lin 0.7069 0.6941

ing coe�cients derived for PlWordNet, the results are di�cult to interpret due
to size of the dataset size and are not signi�cant at the α = 0.05 level according
to the Meng, Rosenthal, and Rubin's z-test as implemented by Diedenhofen [3].

6 Supervised similarity models

Given the values of semantic similarity measures computed for PL39 word pairs,
we decided to determine whether supervised models of similarity can be built
on the measured values. We developed a range of regression models using the
wordnet-based similarity measures as explanatory variables and the similarity
score from PL39 as the response variable. The methods of regression we consid-
ered are: linear regression (lr), neural networks (nn), regression tress (rt), random
forests (rf), and ε-support vector regression (svr). We used R environment [25]
with stats, nnet [34], rpart [33], randomForest [15] and e1071 [18] packages to
develop and evaluate the regression models. For the neural network architecture,
we chose a multilayer perceptron with one hidden layer and performed a grid
search with 5-fold cross-validation on the training set to determine the number
of neurons in the hidden layer. In the case of random forests, we performed a
grid search with 5-fold cross-validation to determine the number of trees and
the minimum size of the terminal nodes. For the support vector regression we
examined linear, polynomial,10 radial basis, and sigmoid kernels and performed
a grid search for values of the C, γ, and ε parameters.

The models were evaluated using the leave-one-out cross-validation technique
(i.e. the similarity of a given pair of words is predicted using the model trained
on the similarity scores measured for the other pairs). Table 6 presents the cor-
relation coe�cients between the human ratings of the PL39 dataset word pairs
and the similarity scores determined by the supervised models built on the val-
ues of wordnet-based similarity measures. For this experiment, we restricted the
dataset to 26 word pairs from PL39 that occur in both Polish wordnets. Table 7
reports the results obtained for models built on 38 noun pairs from PL39 that
occur in PlWordNet. It can be seen that in both settings the Lin measure outper-
forms the supervised models, with the sole exception of the random forest model

10 Polynomial kernels of degrees 2 and 3 were considered.
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Table 3. The values of similarity measures determined for the PL39 word pairs.

Words
lin rf

PlWN PolNet PlWN PolNet

poªudnie sznurek 0.0000 0.0000 1.0624 1.1758
owoc piec 0.2268 0.3524 1.4508 1.2489
autograf wybrze»e 0.0000 0.7924
auto czarodziej 0.0000 0.6829
kopiec kuchenka 0.1763 0.3671 0.3007 1.4083
azyl owoc 0.0000 0.0000 1.2264 1.1191
azyl zakonnik 0.0000 0.0000 0.7361 0.6371
chªopiec kogut 0.4860 0.6430 1.5495 1.9392
poduszka klejnot 0.2825 1.8769
zakonnik niewolnik 0.7039 0.3311 1.9370 1.0559
azyl cmentarz 0.4954 0.2848 1.3131 1.5667
wybrze»e las 0.6917 0.7449 2.1272 2.3904
chªopiec m¦drzec 0.5167 1.0175
auto poduszka 0.3290 1.6236
kopiec wybrze»e 0.0000 0.0000 0.9607 0.6992
chªopak czarodziej 0.2250 1.4009
las cmentarz 0.0000 0.2892 0.8224 1.1178
jedzenie kogut 0.7364 0.3480 2.1898 0.5905
wybrze»e pagórek 0.6107 0.6395 1.6843 1.7047
piec narz¦dzie 0.4342 0.5911 1.1178 1.7462
»uraw kogut 0.6008 2.2085
cmentarz kopiec 0.0000 0.0000 0.7922 0.3618
szkªo klejnot 0.3005 0.6592 0.5466 1.1403
»uraw przyrz¡d 0.3890 1.5338
brat chªopak 0.8419 0.6843 2.9803 1.7356
m¦drzec czarodziej 0.5862 2.2495
ptak »uraw 0.7493 2.9402
ptak kogut 0.7520 0.7521 3.1408 1.4753
jedzenie owoc 0.2761 0.8863 0.8367 3.2757
brat zakonnik 1.0000 1.0000 3.4973 3.2666
piec kuchenka 0.5393 0.3850 1.8863 0.5378
pagórek kopiec 1.0000 1.0000 3.5480 3.4066
przewód sznurek 0.0000 0.5194 0.9194 1.3328
szkªo szklaneczka 0.6077 2.1330
autograf podpis 0.9018 3.1604
narz¦dzie przyrz¡d 0.9794 1.0000 2.6707 2.7127
chªopiec chªopak 1.0000 1.0000 3.5633 3.1999
auto samochód 1.0000 0.8629 3.0764 2.9260
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Table 4. Correlation coe�cients between PlWordNet- and PolNet-based measures.

Measure Pearson's Spearman's

path 0.8503 0.7344
wup 0.8450 0.8544

lch 0.8369 0.7344
res 0.7682 0.7258
jcn 0.7045 0.7895
lin 0.8015 0.7902

Table 5. Correlation coe�cients between the human ratings and similarity measure
scores determined for the RG65 word pairs which are counterparts of the PL39 pairs.

Measure
26 pairs 38 pairs

Pearson's Spearman's Pearson's Spearman's

path 0.7274 0.6351 0.7300 0.6911

wup 0.6795 0.5785 0.7260 0.6749
lch 0.7373 0.6243 0.7678 0.6826
res 0.6598 0.5903 0.7033 0.6521
jcn 0.4310 0.6610 0.3642 0.4315
lin 0.6773 0.5837 0.5652 0.4041

Table 6. Correlation coe�cients between the human ratings and supervised model
scores determined for PL39 word pairs that occur in both Polish wordnets.

Measure
Pearson's Spearman's

PlWN PolNet PlWN PolNet

lin 0.6584 0.7081 0.6520 0.7029

lr 0.5863 0.5779 0.5348 0.4835
nn 0.4833 0.5719 0.3484 0.5232
rt 0.5839 0.6643 0.3546 0.1228
rf 0.6634 0.5535 0.5413 0.3919
svr 0.6411 0.6112 0.5423 0.5574
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Table 7. Correlation coe�cients between the human ratings and supervised model
scores determined for all PL39 word pairs that occur in PlWordNet.

Measure Pearson's Spearman's

lin 0.7069 0.6941

lr 0.6497 0.5909
nn 0.5373 0.4269
rt 0.5889 0.4398
rf 0.7012 0.6444
svr 0.6826 0.6337

Table 8. Correlation coe�cients between the human ratings and supervised model
scores determined for the RG65 word pairs which are counterparts of the PL39 pairs.

Measure
26 pairs 38 pairs

Pearson's Spearman's Pearson's Spearman's

path 0.7274 0.6351 0.7300 0.6911

lch 0.7373 0.6243 0.7678 0.6826
jcn 0.4310 0.6610 0.3642 0.4315
lr 0.7208 0.5036 0.7367 0.5762
nn 0.4746 0.4044 0.3843 0.3374
rt 0.6971 0.2144 0.6734 0.2831
rf 0.7013 0.4366 0.6993 0.4884
svr 0.7199 0.5781 0.7431 0.6509

built from the similarity measures determined using PlWordNet for the dataset
restricted to 26 common word pairs. Furthermore, even in this exceptional case,
the di�erence between the correlation coe�cients determined for the Lin mea-
sure and random forest model is not signi�cant at the α = 0.05 level according to
the Meng, Rosenthal, and Rubin's z-test. Similar results can be observed for the
word pairs from RG65 which are English counterparts of the pairs of nouns from
PL39 (Table 8). The Leacock-Chodorow measure outperforms the supervised
models with respect to Pearson's correlation, whereas the Jiang-Conrath and
path measures outperform the supervised models with respect to Spearman's
rank correlation. This suggests that, in the case of a small dataset, it is worth
choosing one of the wordnet-based similarity measures instead of trying to build
a supervised regression model on top of them.

7 Conclusion

We presented a new framework for semantic similarity computation, using wordnet-
based measures. The main advantages of our tool are compatibility with various
wordnet database formats and the ability to implement new measures using em-
bedded query language. The framework was employed to model the semantic
similarity of nouns using measures derived from two Polish wordnets, PlWord-
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Table 9. The values of similarity measures computed for the RG65 word pairs which
are counterpars of the PL39 pairs.

Words path lch jcn

noon string 0.08333 1.2040 6.527e-02
fruit furnace 0.11111 1.4917 6.094e-02
autograph shore 0.10000 1.3863 0.000e+00
automobile wizard 0.07692 1.1239 7.383e-02
mound stove 0.14286 1.7430 6.815e-02
asylum fruit 0.14286 1.7430 6.531e-02
asylum monk 0.09091 1.2910 5.530e-02
boy rooster 0.08333 1.2040 7.266e-02
cushion jewel 0.14286 1.7430 6.944e-02
monk slave 0.20000 2.0794 6.614e-02
asylum cemetery 0.08333 1.2040 5.510e-02
coast forest 0.16667 1.8971 6.276e-02
boy sage 0.16667 1.8971 6.802e-02
automobile cushion 0.16667 1.5404 8.940e-02
mound shore 0.20000 2.0794 1.672e-01
lad wizard 0.20000 2.0794 7.588e-02
forest graveyard 0.11111 1.4917 5.871e-02
food rooster 0.06250 0.9163 6.711e-02
coast hill 0.20000 2.0794 2.187e-01
furnace implement 0.12500 1.6094 7.640e-02
crane rooster 0.12500 1.6094 0.000e+00
cemetery mound 0.09091 1.2910 5.825e-02
glass jewel 0.16667 1.7430 7.163e-02
crane implement 0.20000 2.0794 7.840e-02
brother lad 0.20000 2.0794 8.296e-02
sage wizard 0.16667 1.8971 5.800e-02
bird crane 0.25000 2.3026 0.000e+00
bird cock 0.50000 2.9957 2.681e-01
food fruit 0.10000 1.3863 8.607e-02
brother monk 0.50000 2.9957 6.894e-02
furnace stove 0.10000 1.3863 5.969e-02
hill mound 1.00000 3.6889 1.288e+07
cord string 0.50000 2.9957 6.553e-01
glass tumbler 0.50000 2.9957 3.789e-01
autograph signature 0.50000 2.9957 0.000e+00
implement tool 0.50000 2.9957 8.484e-01
boy lad 0.50000 2.9957 2.929e-01
automobile car 1.00000 3.6889 1.288e+07
midday noon 1.00000 3.6889 1.288e+07
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Net and PolNet. The results must be considered preliminary due to the small
size of the dataset used for the purpose of evaluation. Nevertheless, this is the
�rst attempt to use both Polish wordnets within the context of a shared task.

In the future, we plan to extend the framework with additional measures
(e.g., [7]). We also intend to create a larger evaluation set that will cover the
content of PolNet more extensively.
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